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It’s developing rapidly in Chinese Industrial real estate ever after the China’s 
reform and opening up, and it has developed gradually into three operation modes: 
Industrial park leading by government, purchasing land and constructed by enterprises 
themselves, or investing and operating by professional real estate developers. 
But according to the effect of the previous land policies and the the feedback on 
officials’ performance only by GDP results, the original mode of selling lands leading 
by governments has turned out more and more improperly in nowadays. The waste of 
land usage and the outmoded industrial structures have become the most severe 
problems if there wouldn’t be any transformation and upgrading in the industrial real 
estate. 
This paper will analyze the inner cause of present situation of industrial real 
estate in Shanghai by investigating and surveying widely, and will bring out the point 
of view that leading by professional real estate developers with the government 
policies support should be the most efficient ways to activate the stock of industrial 
lands and advance the industry effectively.  
The following content of this article will also provide the specific mode of 
operations such as how to enhance the cooperation between governments and private 
real estate companies to promote the regional industry together, and how those 
companies can help government to get out of the traditional mode which get GDP 
only by selling lands in order to adapting to the new era of the economic development 
in China. 
This article is composed of five sections: 
Section 1: Introduction of the aim and research contents about this article.  
Section 2: The summary of industrial real estate that introduce briefly about the 
origin, development and operation modes of industrial real estate at home and abroad, 
and the operation mode of Chinese private industrial real estate developers. 
Section 3: Discussing and analyzing the current situation and problems of 













which is one of the most famous and old brand park in Shanghai.  
Section 4: According to the research results, To explore the new ways and modes 
to increase the usage of the stocking industrial lands efficiently in the background of 
the frequently issued land policies in Shanghai nowadays. 
Section 5: Making conclusions based on all the statements above, and putting 
forward the prospect of the future industrial real estate in Shanghai.  
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